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Go girls! (From left to right) Ashleigh Kerr, Emma Evans and Erin Fenemor

Nestlé Toque d’Or 2014
The Nestlé Toque d’Or 2014 title was won by the Otago Polytechnic, Central
Otago Campus, Cromwell.
All the teams created a menu comprising an Entrée, featuring Akaroa
Salmon with fresh New Zealand-grown vegetables; a Main, including Beef
sirloin and potato or kumara, plus at least two more fresh New Zealand
grown vegetables; and a Dessert using Nestlé Professional products.
In 2014, the other competing teams were from Aoraki Polytechnic,
Timaru; AUT, Auckland; Bay of Plenty Polytechnic, Tauranga; Christchurch
Polytechnic Institute of Technology, Eastern Institute of Technology, Hawkes
Bay; New Zealand Defence Force; North Shore International Academy;
UCOL, Palmerston North; Wellington, Institute of Technology and Western
Institute of Technology in Taranaki.
The Judging panel included; Paul Jobin – Head Judge, Food by Paul Jobin,
Banks Peninsula; Anita Sarginson, Operations Manager, Flying Burrito
Brothers; Phillip Russell, Operations Manager, Compass Group NZ,
Wellington; Jeremy Schmid, The Officers Mess Function Centre, Devonport;
Tobias Wilkinson, Chef Tutor, Culinary Institute of New Zealand, Keri Keri;
Geoff Scott, Chef/Owner, Vinnies by Geoff Scott, Auckland; Mark Sycamore,
Executive Chef, Tequila Mockingbird Restaurant and Bar, Christchurch;
Nancye Pirini, Executive Chef, Jet Park Auckland Airport Hotel; Mikey
Newlands, Head Chef, Bracu Restaurant & The Pavilion, Bombay; Richard
Hingston, Kitchen Manager, Christchurch Casin; Sarah Harrap, Pastry Chef,
Criollo Chocolates and Desserts, Auckland; Nicolas Bonnaud, Sous Chef
and Head Pastry Chef, Peter Gordon’s The Sugar Club, Auckland; Tik Wang
Tan, Culinary Arts Lecturer, Waiariki Institute of Technology; Janine Quaid,
Managing Director, Renard Group Ltd, Auckland; John Snowball, Food
and Beverage Manager, Compass, Dunedin; Amanda Turner, Hospitality
Management Tutor, North Tec; Manu Rosier, Sales and Marketing Executive,
Macvine International Ltd, North Island; Kerry Tyack, Author, Commentator
and Consultant, Auckland.
Nestlé Professional has been holding this competition for 24 years.
Associate sponsors are vegetables.co.nz, Beef + Lamb NZ, Akaroa Salmon
and the House of Knives. Teams must use fresh New Zealand grown
vegetables throughout the entire menu.
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Menu
Petite salad
Crispy endive lettuce with oven roasted
baby beets served with feta and
roasted walnuts
Entrée
Pan fried Akaroa Salmon crusted in crispy
young green rice, served on a fennel and
baby beet salad, dressed with Malibu
vinaigrette. This is accompanied with
beetroot cured salmon, wasabi crème
fraiche, coconut soil and wasabi popcorn

•

Main
New Zealand Lamb served three ways:
succulent oven roasted rack, coffee rubbed
loin and moist, slow cooked lamb shoulder.
All offset with a sweet vanilla parsnip
purée, chilli infused Brussels sprouts,
braised Jerusalem artichokes, crispy Anna
potatoes served with lamb jus
Dessert
Smooth butter chicken mousse sitting on a
crunchy salted nut bar, served with a berry
and chilli ice, lime sauce and finished with
Chantilly cream
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Join us in celebrating the awesome
efforts of Chefs and students
at vegetables.co.nz sponsored
competitions. These attract New
Zealand’s finest hospitality and  
secondary school students from
throughout New Zealand. The National
Secondary School Culinary Challenge
final was held in Auckland after nine
regional finals. The Training Team of
the Year competition is primarily for
first year tertiary training students
and the Nestlé Toque d’Or competition
for second year students. The New
Zealand Chef of the Year is entered by
established chefs.
Although there is only one winner for
each of the titles we congratulate all the
finalists. they have all had a remarkable
journey and shown great skills, talent
and practised hard to be in the finals.
We also thank our esteemed Judges fo
giving their time and expertise for these
great competition.
Read about Chef Jeremy Schmid’s latest
book Smoked and what the Nutrition
experts have to say about potatoes – a
favourite on all menus.
We share our latest resource a poster
showing the range of salad leaves, this
like our other resources is available
to order through the resource section
of www.vegetables.co.nz. We recently
upgraded the library and have added
some wonderful images of vegetables
growing and some of the growers.
The Team at vegetables.co.nz

Contestants competing in the Training Team of the Year 2014 Competition

Training Team of the
year 2014
Chef students Violet Foster and Andy Desai, and
restaurant service student, Lucy Sandifer have become
the 2014 City & Guilds Training Team of the Year after
winning the recent competition.
All the teams created a menu comprising an Entrée,
featuring New Zealand Dutch-style cheese with fresh
New Zealand-grown vegetables; a main, including
Cervena Venison and potato or kumara, plus at least two
more New Zealand-grown vegetables; and a Dessert
using two Barker's products.
The Training Team of the Year 2014, was held during
the New Zealand Culinary Fare at the Vodafone Events
Centre, Manukau, South Auckland. The winner was
Western Institute of Technology at Taranaki [WITT].
Other teams came from The Cornell Education Group,
Novotel Auckland Airport, New Zealand Defence Force,
Cook Islands Training Institute, Wintec, Waikato and
two teams from the New Zealand School of Food and
Wine. Chef judges, Mark Wylie – General Manager Cater
Plus, Head judge, Adrian Brett-Chinnery – consultant
Chef, Auckland, Jono Beattie – Textures, Auckland,
Alan Brown – chef /Tutor, AUT and Corey Field – Chef/
tutor, EIT, Hawke's Bay. The Restaurant service judges
were John Snowball – Spotless Services, Dunedin,
Tony Kessler – Christchurch Polytechnic Instititute of
Technology, Christchurch, Leanda Bekker – New Zealand
Management Academy, Hamilton and Manu Rosier –
Macvine International New Zealand.

Menu
Entrée
Meyer Amsterdammer and almond savoury cheesecake topped
with smoked tomato and gin jelly, served with a coriander, cherry
tomato salad, finished with a Meyer vintage gouda crisp and
coriander infused avocado oil
Main
Oven roasted Cervena rack served with a cranberry and chilli
Cervena spring roll, fondant potato, celeriac purée, glazed baby
golden beetroot, brocollini and finished with spiced cranberry jus
Dessert
Orange Soufflé pudding with elderflower and lime sorbet on
pistachio praline served with calvados parisienne apple, blood
orange and Cointreau foam and micro lemon basil

The competition's head judge Mark Wylie, says the judges
were delighted with the inspirational menus and skills
of the competitors. "It is always great to see trainee
members of the industry rise to the challenge," he said.
The competition was sponsored by City & Guilds, Deer
Industry NZ, Vegetables.co.nz, NZ Specialist Cheese
Makers, Barker's, Bidvest and Choice Catering
Equipment Ltd.

WITT's team trainer Angela
Ferguson has recently become
Head of Hospitality at WITT.
Congratulations Angela

winners
Training
Team of the
Year; Angela
Ferguson,
Violet
Foster,
Caroline
Shaw, Lucy
Sandifer,
Andy Desai
with Glenn
Fulcher
from City&
Guilds

winners Training Team of the Year winners working in the kitchen
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Above - some of the awesome
dishes presented

New Zealand
Chef of the Year
- Roll of Honour

William Mordido competing for the title: New Zealand Chef of the Year 2014

New Zealand Chef
of the Year 2014

1990

Stephen Thompson, AIT, Auckland

1991

Nick Huffman, Plimmer House, Wellington

1992

Stephen Thompson, AIT, Auckland

1993

Steve Harris, Wellington

1994

Bruce Griffiths, Clarendon Hotel, Christchurch

1995

Rick Rutledge-Manning, The George Hotel, Christchurch

1996

Jason Dell, Millennium Hotel, Christchurch

1997

Phillip Inwood, Sheraton Hotel & Towers, Auckland

1998

Hamish Brown, The George Hotel, Christchurch

1999

Phillip Inwood, Christchurch Club, Christchurch

2000

Hemi Tahu, Fog City Grill, Wellington

2001

Rex Morgan, Bouquet Garni, Wellington

2002

John Allred, Boulcott Street Bistro, Wellington

2003

John Allred, Boulcott Street Bistro, Wellington

2004

Lindsay Bennett, Pillars Restaurant, Timaru

2005

Marc Soper, Hotel d'Urville, Blenheim

2006

Mark Sycamore, Blanket Bay, Glenorchy

2007

Francky Godinho, Heritage Hotel & Spa Du Vin, Pokeno

2008

Ken O'Connell, Vidal Estate, Hawke's Bay

2009

Francky Godinho, Hawke's Bay

2010

Joseph Clarke, Blanket Bay, Glenorchy

2011

David Schofield, Star Anise, Auckland

2012

David Schofield, Star Anise, Auckland

2013

Ken O'Connell, Distinction, Te Anau

2014

William Mordido, Chiko's Restaurant, Auckland

William Mordido cooked potatoes, kumara,
golden beetroot, tomatoes, black garlic and
rhubarb to win the title.
This prestigious competition was held during
the New Zealand Culinary Fare which was held
at the Vodafone Event Centre. Chefs from all
over New Zealand competed for the title: New
Zealand Chef of the Year 2014. Vegetables.co.nz
supported this competition and saw great dishes
featuring great New Zealand grown vegetables.
The chefs competed in three individual
competitions and the chef with the largest
number of points won this coveted title. The
classes were:  A hot entrée and main which
is presented cold; A main and dessert live
class and a theory test which showcased their
knowledge as a leading New Zealand chef.
The criteria for the live cooking class was:
‘Competitors have 90 minutes to prepare and
present a main course and dessert of four
covers to be identical and individually plated.
The main course is to feature potatoes, kumara
or yams as the starch and at least two fresh
New Zealand grown vegetables [no fungi] with a
suitable sauce or jus. The dessert is to feature
fresh New Zealand grown rhubarb.’
William competed in culinary competiitons while
at Onehunga High school under the guidance
of Angie Wilson. He then did an apprenticeship
at SKYCITY. He won the top prize in the cooking
section of the New Zealand World Skills
Competition held in Christchurch 5-7 July 2013.
He represented represented New Zealand in the
World Skills Final held in Liepzig, Germany as a
member of the Tool Black Team in 2013.
Congratulations William and best wishes for the
next stages of your career.

William’s menu
Pan seared salmon with
yuzu pickled pear, served
with violet potato mash,
brassica pine nut ‘cous cous’
with golden beetroot halo,
watermelon radish salsa,
pea purée, torched cherry
tomatoes and black
garlic aioli

Diary Dates 2015:
March 1 – Entries open for NZ Vegetarian Dish Challenge
March 30 – Entries close for NZ Vegetarian Dish Challenge
May 1-3 – Food Show, Christchurch
May 13-14 – Dietitians Australia Conference, Perth
May 15-17 – Food Show, Wellington
May 22 -24 – Food Show, Hamilton
June – NZ Vegetarian Dish Challenge finalists announced
June 30 – July 2 – NZIFST Conference, Palmerston North

Red wine poached and
caramelised rhubarb with
vanilla Greek yoghurt and
freeze dried white chocolate
mousse, almond sponge,
strawberry yoghurt sorbet
and chocolate ganache

July – NZ Vegetarian Dish Challenge winners announced
July 30 – August 2 – Food Show, Auckland
September 14-16 – Fine Food Australia, Sydney
September tbc – New Zealand Culinary Fare 2015
September tbc – Nestle Toque d’Or 2015
September tbc – Training Team of the Year 2015
September tbc – National Secondary Schools Culinary Challenge Final

Diary Dates 2016
2016 April 12-14 – Food + Hotel Asia, Singapore
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Team Nelson/Marlborough wins

WINNING TEAM Nelson/Marlborough and (right) their winning main dish

National Secondary School
Culinary CHALLENGE
Nelson College edged out two very close competitors
to take the National Secondary Schools Culinary
Challenge title for 2014.
Nine teams from all over New Zealand competed
in an intense cook-off at the Manukau Institute of
Technology’s Culinary School in front of a judging
panel, made up exclusively of senior industry chefs.
The teams had 90 minutes to prepare, cook and
present four servings of an entrée and main course.
The entrée contained kumara as the principal
component of the dish. The main included at least
three fresh New Zealand grown vegetables, one of
which had to be a starch, such as potato. The protein
component of the main was chicken breast with skin
on and bone in.
Judges started by giving each team 100 points and
then removed points for technical faults. The winner
was chosen and medals awarded based on the total
points each team was left with.
Nelson College students, Chakkapong Klahan and
Louis Clark just beat Auckland’s Long Bay College
and Dunedin’s Queen’s High School to take the 2014
title but all three schools took away a Gold medal.
The difference between the gold medals and what
ultimately decided the winner was actually very little.
The winning team 'worked like industry professionals,
showcased some excellent skills and executed their
dishes using the sponsor’s product in a fresh and
innovative way. We were extremely impressed by their
work', said Chief Judge, Mark Wylie.

Auckland TEAM Long Bay College (North Shore)

Event organiser and major sponsor, City & Guilds,
confirmed that it was the first year the Nelson/
Marlborough region had entered the competition.
City & Guilds Pacific Regional Manager, Glenn
Fulcher oversaw all ten events, 'What a final. Nine
teams battled for the national title and battle they did.
The food was amazing and up there with any event I
have been involved in. Each school had planned and
executed their dish in the best way possible during a
heated competition. It makes me very proud to be part
of an event that helps identify the future stars of the
industry I love so much. If these guys are the yardstick
then I can safely say the future is looking great'.

Judges (l-r) John Kelleher, Craig Lucas, Mark Wylie, Ben Bayly and Jeremy Schmid
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Steph Wrathall from
5+ A Day with chef Ben Bayly

Team Otago/Southland in action

Team Otago/Southland’s entrée

Team Nelson/Marlborough's winning entrée, leek tart

Team Northland

Team Taranaki

Team Wellington

Team Christchurch

Team Waikato

Team hawkes bay
PRIZES —
Chakkapong Klahan
and Louis Clark
from Nelson College
receiving their
award for winning
the 2014 National
Secondary School
Culinary Challenge

Thank you
Vegetables.co.nz promotes fresh
New Zealand grown vegetables
in prestigious competitions
throughout the year. The team
sincerely thanks our ongoing and
valuable industry partners:

New Zealand Vegetarian Dish
Challenge
Bidvest
Choice Catering Equipment Ltd

Training Team of the Year
City & Guilds
NZ Specialist Cheesemakers
Cervena Venison
Barker’s
Bidvest

The results
GOLD MEDAL (90-100 points):
Nelson/Marlborough: Nelson College
– Chakkapong Klahan and Louis Clark
(Winners)
Auckland: Long Bay College (North Shore) –
Kiwon Lee and Minseop Kim
Otago/Southland: Queen's High School
(Dunedin) – Lauren Wright and Abby Johnson
SILVER MEDAL (80-89 points):
Northland: Northland Trades Academy
(Whangarei) – Hayden Rodgers (Whangarei
Boys) and Mataroria Rawhiti (Tauraroa Area
School)
Waikato: Sacred Heart Girls' College
(Hamilton) – Melissa Petrin and Hannah
Ralph
Hawkes Bay: St John's College (Hastings) –
Jake Ireland and Sam Heaven
Taranaki: Spotswood College (New Plymouth)
– Bree Paton-Courtney and Shardae McGoven
Wellington: Heretaunga College (Upper Hutt)
– Tyler Langerveld and Grace Cunningham

Choice Catering Equipment Ltd
BRONZE MEDAL (70-79 points):
Canterbury: Burnside High School
(Christchurch) – Kimberly McLeod and
Sharon Cao
National Secondary School Culinary
Challenge, FINAL JUDGING PANEL:
Chief Judge, Mark Wylie – General Manager,
Cater Plus, New Zealand
Jeremy Schmid – Chef at The Officers Mess
at Fort Takapuna and author of Bangers to
Bacon and Smoked.
Ben Bayly – Chef at Baduzzi and The Grove
restaurants in Auckland and judge on TVNZ’s
newest hit show, My Kitchen Rules, (MKR)
New Zealand.
Craig Lucas – Chef/Lecturer at Manukau
Institute of Technology’s Culinary School
(MIT).
John Kelleher – Chef/Lecturer at Auckland
University of Technology (AUT).

PRIZES:
Chakkapong Klahan and Louis Clark
received a gift pack each from
vegetables.co.nz, an iPad mini and a $2,000
scholarship each towards their study of a City &
Guilds International Catering Qualification, in a
City & Guilds approved training centre of their
choice.
Nelson College received a $1,000 Bidvest voucher
and the E32D4 Blue Seal Turbofan Oven and Stand
worth $7,000.
The annual National Secondary Schools Culinary
Challenge is made possible by strong support from
the following sponsors;
City & Guilds – www.cityandguilds.com
NZ Chicken – www.pianz.org.nz
Southern Hospitality – www.southernhospitality.co.nz
Vegetables.co.nz – www.vegetables.co.nz Potatoes
New Zealand – www.potatoesnz.co.nz
5+ A Day – www.5aday.co.nz
Bidvest – www.bidvest.co.nz
Moffatt – www.moffat.co.nz
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Nestlé Toque d’Or
Nestlé Professional
Akaroa Salmon
Beef + Lamb NZ
House of Knives

National Secondary Schools
Challenge
Bidvest
Chicken new Zealand
City & Guilds
5+ A Day
Moffat
Potatoes NZ Inc
Southern Hospitality

Experts Agree –
Potatoes are hot
Potatoes don’t say much. They pretty much keep to themselves
in the vegetable section while other more fashionable products
clamber for consumer attention. Potatoes are not a superfood.
They’re something far superior - a quiet achiever. Cholesterol free,
fat-free, gluten-free, packed with potassium, vitamin C, B vitamins
and fibre, potatoes and their nutritional bounty often take people by
surprise. Never has a vegetable so loved, been so underestimated.     

it’s easy to see why. Boil them, bake them, mash them, fry them,
roast them, turn them into soup or salad - potatoes have earned
their place as a trusted kitchen staple. Potatoes are locally grown
and available year round, they store well and reheat wonderfully.
In fact consumers would be hard pressed to find a more versatile,
nutritious and affordable vegetable whether they’re feeding a family
or impressing dinner guests. So why the bad rap?  

Potatoes are officially New Zealand’s favourite vegetable. In the year
to January 2014 New Zealanders consumed $119 million worth and

Here’s what a range of experts in the field of health and nutrition
have to say about potatoes.

Dispelling myths and misconceptions

Nutritious and affordable family staple

- MaryRose Spence – Nutrition Consultant

- Sarah Hanrahan – Nutrition Foundation

MaryRose Spence sees potatoes as a prime example
of a food that has fallen out of favor in recent years for
no reason other than fashion. ‘I like potatoes because
they’re a starchy carbohydrate that offer volume and
some chewing. They’re a consistent source of vitamin C
and a good source of potassium. There’s fibre in potatoes
too which helps with appetite satisfaction. People often
chose low carb options but the evening meal has to have a
carbohydrate component to give fullness.’

The Nutrition Foundation’s Just Cook initiative, now in its
fourth year, is all about encouraging families to prepare and
share a meal at home.  

‘So many myths and fads need to be dispensed with,’
says Spence. ‘Years ago, we used to have potatoes on our
plates most nights – and we didn’t have the obesity rates
we have nowadays.’  
Spence says with so much misinformation around, many are forgetting that food
should be one of life’s great pleasures. ‘Be protective of yourself when hearing media
messages around what constitutes healthy food – a lot of them are dated or quite
simply untrue.’

Cook double to use the next day
- Deb Sue – Heart Foundation
For over 20 years the Heart Foundation Tick has featured
on the packaging of a range of products and helped
consumers make healthier food choices. Says Deb Sue,
Heart Foundation Tick manager and dietitian, ‘We’re
trying to get people to be more aware of what they’re
eating. Reducing saturated fat, keeping an eye on salt and
then of course watching portion sizes and making sure
you’re engaged in physical activity.’
Sue believes potatoes are an important part of New
Zealanders’ diets. ‘Potatoes would be one of my favourite
foods because they’re so versatile. I like to cook double so
you've got potatoes to use the following day for a Spanish
omelette or a potato hash. Sadly there has been that
misconception that potatoes are somehow bad but like
any vegetable, it’s really what to do to the potato that’s the
issue.’

‘We know that people who cook more meals at home eat
more vegetables, it helps with life skills and budgeting, it
helps them look after themselves,’ says Sarah Hanrahan,
who heads up the meal challenge which encourages preteens and teens to create family mealtime recipes using
freely available and affordable ingredients.  
Sarah Hanrahan says potatoes are a great fit with the
program’s overall goals. ‘There’s enormous scope with
potatoes given they’re so versatile, affordable and well-liked.’
With many families managing their food bills on limited budgets, potatoes provide a
cost-effective way of bulking up a family meal. ‘They’re a good filler. We suggest that
starchy vegetables share half a plate with protein. The other half should be green and
colourful vegetables.’   

Feeding a crowd
- Nicola Martin – NZ Army
Major Nicola Martin, a dietitian working within the army’s
Performance Health Team understands the critical role diet
plays in the physical and mental health of Defence Force
personnel.  
Over the last twelve months, the New Zealand Army
consumed 105,000kg of fresh potatoes. Army chefs serve
potatoes for both lunch and dinner and take care never to
prepare them the same way twice.  
Says Major Martin, ‘When you look at potatoes as a carbo
option, their versatility is a real advantage. They also provide
nutritional benefits within a well-balanced diet. Potatoes are a good source of
potassium and vitamin C, and if we’re cooking them with their skins retained, then
they provide some extra fibre as well.
‘In terms of what the chefs tell me – the soldiers will happily wait around if there’s
a bit of a delay on the next batch of potatoes coming through. On the whole I’d say
potatoes are three times as popular as rice or pasta.’

Potatoes key part of the vegetable message

Potatoes for performance

- Paula Dudley – 5+ A Day

- Jeni Pearce – High Performance Sport New Zealand

‘Eat food. Not too much. Mostly plants,’
is US author, Michael Pollan’s advice. It’s
a message thoroughly endorsed by the
dedicated team at 5+ A Day, who have been
promoting the benefits of a diet rich in fresh
fruit and vegetables to New Zealanders for
well over a decade.

As Performance Nutrition Lead at High Performance Sport
New Zealand (HPSNZ), Jeni Pearce leads a team of 12
nutritionists around the country, and is charged with keeping
our best athletes fuelled up and poised for greatness.

‘All vegetables are fabulous in our opinion,’
says Paula Dudley, General Manager. ‘When
we talk to the science community, they say
variety and colour are key to getting the
health benefits from fruit and vegetables.  
And this includes white vegetables too. We
eat a lot of potatoes here in New Zealand
so they’re an important source of vitamin C.
They definitely count as one of your servings.’  
Paula Dudley sees potatoes as a great
carbohydrate option for both young and old.
‘Potatoes stack up nutritionally – this is the
time to bring potatoes to the forefront of food fashion.’  

‘I like carbohydrates for athletes to have additional
nutritional impact,’ says Pearce. ‘People don’t realise that
potatoes are an excellent source of vitamin C when you leave
the skin on. There are B vitamins in there as well. When
mashing them, we’ll add calcium-enriched milk and maybe
a bit of olive oil for Omega 3s. We call it our ‘nutrient dense
mashed potatoes’ and we encourage athletes to have it as
part of their recovery meal after training and competing.’
For athletes requiring mini-meals throughout the day, Pearce believes cold potatoes
represent a good option. ‘Cold potatoes take a bit longer to be absorbed so they’re
great for sustained energy. Boil a jacket potato, wrap it in foil - it stays good all day.’  
Pearce points out that another benefit of potatoes is their affordability, a key
consideration for the financially challenged young athletes she works with. ‘Potatoes
are not expensive, and they keep over several weeks. Take a potato, add some
seasonal veges and a quantity of good quality protein (hard boiled eggs, chicken, ham
or tinned fish), and you have a cheap meal.’

EVERYTHING GOES WITH POTATOES! VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR TASTY MEAL IDEAS...

Lettuce celery-brate
CHEF Chef Jeremy Schmid with Alan
Brown, Chef/Tutor at AUT [on Jeremy's left]
and Mark Wylie, General Manager, Cater
Plus, New Zealand, judging the
vegetables.co.nz sponsored live cooking
main and dessert competition at the
New Zealand Culinary Fare

SMOKED VEGETABLES
Judging an elite culinary competition is a far cry from
washing dishes but Jeremy Schmid would not be where
he is today without having first donned the gloves at the
Windsor Park Hotel as a 16 year old on work experience.  
Now a prizewinning author, restaurateur and serial
entrepreneur, Schmid is a fine example of how passion
and a commitment to innovation can lead to a fascinating
career in food.  
Culinary innovation is something Schmid knows a thing
or two about. A pioneer of the gourmet sausage trend,
Schmid’s Little Boys sausage range ushered in a new era
for the humble snarler in New Zealand.The chef’s artistry
and passion for sausages also caught the attention of New
Holland publishers. The resulting collaboration, From
Bangers to Bacon, attracted critical praise in the New
Zealand market and, took out an international award at the
Gourmand World Cookbook awards.  
Schmid’s much anticipated follow-up cookbook, Smoked,
has attracted similar acclaim. Launched in August,
Smoked introduces readers to an exciting
range of flavours using hot and cold smoking
techniques.  
‘Everybody thinks smoking has to be about
meat or fish but it doesn’t. I think smoking
vegetables is a really nice idea – it’s a little
bit different and the result is enjoyable to
eat. People are always looking to change
things or update them. Smoking is an
effective way of doing that.’
While Schmid is always keen to try out
new ideas he believes some vegetables
respond better to the smoking process
than others. The choice of vegetables given the
treatment in Smoked was largely based on chef’s intuition
and what produce was in season at the time of writing. The
vegetables include beetroot, eggplant, tomatoes, courgette
flowers, onions. Corn cobs, potato and ratatouille.
‘Smoked tomatoes are quite common in the industry so
that was natural to include them. I tend to do things by
feel. Eggplant is a natural choice and beetroot makes
sense because it’s got earthy flavour that lends itself to
smoke.’
Schmid says including vegetables in the book is more
about experimenting with the smoky flavour as a
component of a dish rather than serving up smoked
vegetables on their own.
‘Nobody’s going to get excited about one whole smoked
beetroot on the plate – that would be boring. But when it’s
nicely roasted off after it’s been smoked and tossed with a
salad – you get some smoky flavour with the texture of the
beetroot, combined with the crunch of the lettuce – it just
adds another dimension. Take kumara – kumara mash is

Smoked Beetroot Salad
Reproduced with permission from Smoked: How to flavour, cure
& prepare meat, seafood, vegetables, fruit & more by Jeremy
Schmid, with photography by Devin Hart, published by New
Holland, $45.00.

great, add some blue cheese and it’s even
better. But using smoked kumara takes the
dish to another level.’
The smoked vegetables are sure to find their
way onto the menu at Jeremy Schmid’s newest
venture – The Officers Mess, a restaurant and
function space he has developed on the cliff
above Auckland’s Narrow Neck Beach.  
Even after 25 years in hospitality, Schmid’s
enthusiasm for food and the talented individuals
working in the industry has not diminished. As a judge of
the recent Main and Dessert live cooking class at the 2014
Culinary Fare, Schmid says he was wowed by the winner,
David Schofield.  
‘It was a real pleasure watching somebody like that. That’s
really the way it should be done. He has a great skill set
but he also demonstrated great work flow, and understood
what he was doing. He didn’t waste time but used all the
time given to him. He worked methodically, like a surgeon
almost, using lots of modern techniques that showcased
his incredible skill.’        
The event, sponsored by vegetables.co.nz, required
competitors to prepare and present a main course and
dessert for four covers in 90 minutes with the main served
a mere 60 minutes into the competition, and dessert, 15-30
minutes later. As well as meeting the demanding schedule,
competitors were expected to show attention to detail,
portion control, and wastage, as well as show consistent
plating. Of course displaying their creativity was a must.

Having competed many times himself, Schmid says
judging is a lot easier although trying to identify a clear
winner is often difficult given the calibre of chef entering
such competitions. Schmid says he knows only too well
the stress of performing within strict time constraints,
using unfamiliar equipment and working under the close
scrutiny of expert judges.
‘Nothing ever goes perfect every time. You really need to
work on the fly. Overcooked carrots can be turned into a
purée for example. With the chefs who win, everything
has either gone to plan or they’ve managed to hide their
failures by improvising.’
Schmid, who has also judged the Nestle Toque d’Or, says
that that is a key difference between seasoned chefs and the
students who are just starting to stretch their culinary legs.  
‘The students train really hard but they don’t have the
knowledge to fall back on when things don’t go right.’
He says passing off failure as innovation is a skill largely
learnt the hard way – after years of working in a busy
professional kitchen.
The smoked vegetables are sure to find their way onto the
menu at Jeremy Schmid’s newest venture – The Officers
Mess, a restaurant and function space he has developed
on the cliff above Auckland’s Narrow Neck Beach. With
wedding season fast approaching at The Officers Mess and
plenty of his award winning Paleta iceblocks to make for
an enthusiastic summertime market, Schmid is unlikely
to find much time over the coming months to rest on his
laurels – not that guys like him ever do.

This product is certified to
the NZGAP standard:
It has been produced
using safe, responsible
and sustainable farming
practice, including:
•  food safety standards
•  traceability back to
where it was grown
•  the safety and welfare of
workers

Napier Girls high school students (L-R) Bridget Cudby, Annalise Stuart, Bethany
Collingwood and Monica Chau who participated in the New Zealand Institute of Food Science
and Technology and Royal Society of New Zealand 2014 Silver Crest Award, being presented
with a cheque by Kelly Eastwood from NZIFST

•  sustainable practices for
land and water
• standards for quality

New Zealand Institute of Food Science and Technology
and Royal Society of New Zealand 2014 Silver Crest Award

Insist on NZGAP
certified produce

These Napier Girls' High School Year 13 students developed and designed an ‘Emergency Eats’ food
product for Kaweka Food Company under the guidance of Paula Campbell. The product is targeting a ready
to eat meal for children (aged 5-12 years) to be consumed during an emergency situation. The brief of
the product required the product to be shelf stable, ready to eat and must contain at least two fresh New
Zealand  grown vegetables. The NGHS team's final product was Meatballs and cous cous with onion, carrot
and courgette. This project was supported by vegetables.co.nz

Check the register of
certified growers at
www.newzealandgap.co.nz

Masterchef Judge Simon
Gault at the National Secondary
School Culinary Challenge
Auckland Regional finals

WHERE YOU GO TO DISCOVER GREAT TASTING, CREATIVE VEGETABLE IDEAS...

Fresh New Zealand grown

salad leaves

Curly Kale

Frisee

Green mustard

Young tender curly kale has deep green curly leaves and can
be used in salad mixes.

Frisee, also called curled endive, is slightly bitter and provides
an attractive ‘coral’ appearance in mesclun mixes.

Like red mustard, there are many different varieties of green
mustard available and leaf shape varies considerably. Flavour
also varies from mild to intense.

Lambs lettuce (corn salad, mache)
Lambs lettuce is very succulent with a delicate flavour
and smoothly textured green leaves.

Mesclun

Mibuna

A French term for mixture of salad leaves which may also
include lettuces and herbs

Mibuna is similar in taste to mizuna but it has a slightly
stronger flavour. The leaves are smooth edged.

MiZuna

Pea shoots (dau miu)

Red chard

Mizuna has a spicy piquant flavour, is medium green with
deeply jagged leaves.

These are the tender tips off young pea shoots. They are
sweet and succulent.

These young leaves are green with red veins. They have a
faint beet-like flavour and are ideal in warm salads.

RADICCHIO

Rocket

Spinach

Slightly bitter and nutty flavour red leaves.

Rocket has dark green, deeply lobed leaves and has a spicy
piquant flavour.

Young spinach leaves are often used in salad mixes and
sold with other salad greens. Baby spinach has round to
oblong leaves with a mild flavour.

Tat soi

WATERCRESS

WILD Rocket (roquette, arugula)

This is an Asian cabbage that is used in salads of all kinds
when very young. It has a very mild cabbage flavour.

These dark green leaves have a peppery taste. The leaves and
thin stalks can be used raw.

Thinner leaves and a more intense spicy piquant flavour than
standard rocket.

WHERE YOU GO TO DISCOVER GREAT TASTING, CREATIVE VEGETABLE IDEAS...

